Reviews and Previews

M. E. SPRINGFIELD - This book is on the screen this week in One
Million. Included in the supporting cast are two of the best
comedy stars of the film world, Jean Hersholt, Nul Sparkes, Don
Antrim, and C. Aubrey Smith. As a genuine athlete whose
shoulder injuries have been of the type that require
operations, Miss Harris seems to do so admirably in this
role. Her performance is full of life and animation,
since all unsmallest success of a figure skater and the complications
offered by professionalism through the help of
inspired direction. In her work the figures
are as good as in all other work of its
kind. MISS MARRIOTT - Three
News "Sears" features and active
characterisation of Miss Dolly, who
acted for the benefit of Edie C.
Radio program. Stella Bemore and
Alice Brady also appear in the picture.

WISHLFUL THINKING

W ISHLFUL thinking is a kind of mental
habit which has been widely practiced in
poetry and fiction. It is the habit of
thinking that the world is going to be in
a certain way, and of using all one's
powers to make the world fit that way.
It is the habit of imagining that one's
future is going to be different from the
present, and of making plans to bring
about the change.

EXECUTIVE CHANGES

ECONOMY

T HE report of the committee investigating
executive changes of the United
States government was released this
week and it was hailed as a victory for
reasonableness and the prevention of
wasteful expenditures. The report
contains a series of recommendations
directed at the elimination of
redundant agencies, the centralization
of functions, and the reduction of
unnecessary personnel. It is hoped
that these changes will result in a
more efficient and effective govern-
ment.

KEITH MEMORIAL: - Three
news and Sports Comment. "Reviews and Previews" with
Mr. Traylor has expressed a number of opinions
on the subject of the R. O. T. C. program. He
argues that the program is wasteful and that
it is a tri-weekly inter-
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Wishing and speculating is a
habit of the human race. A
disciplined mind can be
trained to think positively and
thereby achieve success.

F ancy a good old-fashioned
ski trip? The Ski is a
publication of the Boston
University Ski Club and is
published weekly during the
winter months. The Ski is
intended for distribution to
students, faculty, and staff of
the University.

Floyd W. DeBoer is the Editor of the Ski.

Dedicated to the student body of the University of
Boston, the Ski aims to provide a platform for
students to express their views on campus issues.

The Ski publishes articles on a wide range of topics,
including sports, campus news, and cultural events.

The Ski is a testament to the rich history and vibrant
spirit of the Boston University community.